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Message of the Head of EU Delegation to 

the Republic of Armenia, EU Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary  

Dr. Piotr Antoni Świtalski

The relations between the European Union and the Republic of Armenia have been consistently developing
throughout our cooperation history. The growth and development of the EU - Armenia partnership proceeds in
various directions among which are the three main EU priorities: private sector development, public
administration reform and justice sector reform. The establishment of European Business Association (EBA) in
Armenia has come at an appropriate time to assist with the above-mentioned developments and support
European business community in the country, in order to further nurture bilateral relations and economic
interactions between the EU and Armenia. The EBA will not only introduce the best practice for business
environment improvement and business development solutions, but also will perform as a platform for Public-
Private Dialogue and trade facilitation. In this context, the EBA has its crucial role in business advocacy process.

The EU warmly welcomes the EBA's efforts in the area of the business environment improvement that aim to
further promote foreign investments and trade in Armenia. I strongly believe that EBA will stimulate the
improvements of business related legislation and positive changes in the Armenian business environment, as well
as will assist in the establishment of solid ground for the mutually beneficial EU – Armenia cooperation.

I wish the EBA and its members further success and achievements!
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EBA Members
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EBA TEAM



On July 7 European Business Association jointly with the

Business Community and the European Diplomatic

Community in Armenia conducted a business forum on

“Business Perspectives, Impediments and Opportunities” for

foreign and local companies/investors doing business in

Armenia. More than 140 participants were present at the

event.

His Excellency Prime Minister Hovik Abrahamyan, His

Excellency Ambassador, the Head of Delegation of the

European Union to Armenia Piotr Antoni Świtalski, Minister

of Economy Artsvik Minasyan, Head of State Revenue

Committee Hovhannes Hovsepyan and Director of Armenian

Development Foundation Garen Mikirditsian attended the

forum and conducted active discussions.

European Business Association presented main impediments

in Armenia, particularly: Tax, Customs, Public Procurement,

Monopoly, Equal Rights, Fair Competition and the Judicial

system issues in Armenia. The opportunities for improvements

and potential solutions of those issues were discussed. Prime

Minister confirmed the willingness of the Armenian

Government to cooperate and assist in the process of business

environment improvement. The importance of developing the

Public-Private Dialogue platform in Armenia was highlighted.

Representatives of European Business presented their

organizations and shared experience of doing business in

Armenia.

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT IMPROVEMENTS 

EBA’S MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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EBA has initiated a meeting for its

Members with the Prime Minister

Mr. Karen Karapetyan

This is one of the best examples of the Public-Private Dialogue Platform that gives an opportunity to raise 

important issues directly to the Prime Minister and get the appropriate solutions.

EBA success story has been mentioned as a result of PPD activity, particularly solution of the issues regarding 

reference prices’ and taxation of dividends, which will be set at the same rate for European businesses as that for 

the local ones.

Other issues have been also mentioned and they are being follow up by the EBA, particularly:

– state procurement

– fair competition

– challenges in the tourism sector
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The first Annual Joint Meeting of the 

European Business Association 

Armenia took place

The Prime Minister of the Republic of Armenia has attended the

Annual Joint Meeting and made an opening speech. He emphasized

importance of activity of the European and Foreign Investors in

general and one more time mentioned that the Government is ready

to cooperate for business environment improvement. Head of

European Union Delegation to the Republic of Armenia Mr. Piotr

Switalski became an honorary president of the European Business

Association according to the Board Decision.

The EU Ambassador congratulated the EBA for a successful previous

year leading to concrete changes for the business environment and

welcomed the Prime Minister’s open door policy for European

businesses.

EU Member and non-member states HOMs and the whole European Business

community has also attended the meeting
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Revenue Administration Workshop

TAX legislation and administration

European Business Association initiated a round table

discussion on the awareness campaign and main topics in

the new Tax Code that are related to businesses as well as

updates on the current and future amendments in the

customs regulations. More than 50 German, French,

British, Italian, Swedish, Swiss, Armenian and other

business representatives attended the round table

discussion. Head of Administration of the Methodology,

Procedures and Service Department of the State Revenue

Committee, Mr. Arman Poghosyan presented main topics

in the Tax Code that are relevant to local companies and

foreign investors. He also provided clarifications to those

issues that were critical for foreign investors. USAID

TRP tax expert Ms. Anzhela Mesropyan presented the

chapter of the new Tax Code on transfer pricing. Head of

Customs Supervision Department Mr. Gevorg Saghoyan

presented current and upcoming activities on

improvements, amendments of customs clearance

procedures, Eurasian Economic Union issues and transit

procedures. Business representatives pointed out the

importance of such awareness campaigns in the scope of

new legislative changes. More sessions and discussions

on the new Tax Code are planned to take place in 2017.
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In the scope of GIZ project funded by European

Union EBA Armenia, UITE and ALA in consortium

held a round table discussion to raise awareness on

Tax reforms and the main impediments of the New

Tax Code

European Business Association Armenia, Union of

Information Technology Enterprises and Armenian

Lawyers’ Association (Consortium) conducted the

“Tax Reform Awareness and main impediments of

the New Tax Code” discussion within the framework

of the “Evidence-based Advocacy for Reform”

project Funded by EU

Given the importance of the Public-Private Dialogue Platforms the discussion is aimed to

raise awareness on the New Tax Code and its impediments for businesses, as well as to

provide opportunities for the representatives of European business community to get

necessary clarifications and updates on tax reforms related to businesses from corresponding

officials and experts, who has attended the Round Table.

TAX legislation and administration
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On 22 September 2017, the round table -

discussion "Gaps, improvements in the tax and

customs and barriers to trade" was organized

jointly by the European Business Association

Armenia and Center for Strategic Initiatives.

The European Business Association's team

presented key recommendations for improving

tax and customs spheres as well as regarding

the issues that hinder trade facilitation, which

were presented to partner public agencies in

various formats of cooperation.

Discussion provided opportunities both to EBA

members and other representatives of business

community, as well as to the CSI's

professionals to exchange thoughts on major

issues for business in tax, customs and trade.

Questions directed by the representatives of

business will be learned and corresponding

proposals will be elaborated

TAX legislation and administration

https://www.facebook.com/EBAArmenia/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/csireforms/?fref=mentions
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Round table discussion of the Current Risks

in Customs Sphere and Highlights of the

new Customs Code.

Representatives of the State Revenue Committee responded extensively on the questions

of those present at the discussion, mentioning the details of upcoming changes in customs

procedures.

Attendees agreed on the importance of business community’s active role and the urgency

of this kind of events aimed at public awareness on the new Customs Code.

The event provided opportunities for the representatives of business community to get

necessary clarifications and updates on Customs regulations and reforms from

corresponding officials and experts, who have also attended the discussion.

Customs legislation and administration
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Awareness on the recent 

legislative changes and related risks in the RA public procurement sector

Recent legislative changes and related problems and

risks in the Public procurement sector have been

presented during the event.

Representatives of the EBA in Armenia, UITE and 

ALA welcomed those presents and outlined the main 

topics of the further discussion.

Head of Procurement Process Regulation and

Coordination Division Mr. Vahe Mahtesyan

presented the main thesis of the new RA Law on

Procurement and the problems of the formulation

process of the State bodies’ needs (procurement items

to be purchased). Mr. Mahtesyan introduced the steps

to increase the confidence of the companies towards

the procurement system and talked about appeal

system problems.

Public procurement



In December 2016, the European Business Association attended

Parliamentary hearings concerning the Foreign Investment climate

improvement issues at the National Assembly of the Republic of

Armenia. European Business Association executive director made a

speech and emphasized main impediments for the Investment Climate

improvement in Armenia, suggesting constructive solutions on specific

issues, promoting the interests of those foreign companies that are

already operating in Armenia.

The need for equal rights and fair competition were highlighted as

crucial for existing and potential foreign investors, as well as the

importance of transparent judicial system to assure investors’

confidence. Several European companies that are now experiencing

troubles in doing business in Armenia have been mentioned and it was

suggested to organize follow up meetings to identify potential solutions

(tax penalty issues of Intracom, Coca-Cola, Carrefour, Orange and

Sar Capital).

FOREIGN INVESTMENT CLIMATE IMPROVEMENTS
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EBA’S MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

EBA has attended Parliamentary hearings at the National Assembly of the Republic of Armenia on the

1st of December 2017. The session on the new EU - 🇦🇲Armenia Comprehensive and Enhanced

Partnership Agreement (#CEPA) is being co-organized by the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Standing Committee on the European Integration and the Konrad Adenauer Foundation

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/cepa?source=feed_text&story_id=743022839225812


Since the start of its operation, EBA has become a board member

of the most important and active councils in the country related to

business environment improvement:

 SME Development council under the government Chaired by Prime

Minister

 Income policy improvement council under the Ministry of finance

chaired by Minister of Finance

 Revenue Administration reform Council under the State Revenue

Committee chaired by Head of SRC

 And Inspection Reform Committee chaired by Prime Minister
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EBA as a Member of Councils related to Business Environment
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EBA meetings without ties

Meeting without ties with the Deputy Minister

of Finance Mr. Karen Tamazyan and Head of

the State Internal Fiscal Control and State

Procurement Mr. Sergey Shakhnazaryan.

Business breakfast with the head of State

Commission for the Protection of Economic

Competition Mr. Artak Shaboyan in the scope

of EU co-financed SMEDA project, evidence-

based policy advocacy

Ministry of Finance

State Commission for the 

Protection of Economic Competition
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Meeting without ties with Minister of Justice

Mr. Davit Harutyunyan. In the scope of

Evidence based Advocacy reforms project co-

financed by EU

Business lunch with the Head of Customs

Supervision Division Head Mr. Gevorg

Saghoyan and EBA direct members

Ministry of Justice

State Revenue Committee

EBA meetings without ties
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EBA has attended Swiss-Armenian Business day organized by

Swiss Embassy to the Republic of Armenia.

EBA has presented it's activities in Armenia and main

opportunities and challenges for foreign investors.

EBA external activities

Swiss Embassy
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OSCE invited EBA in Armenia to make

a PPD lobby and advocacy activities

presentation during the OSCE trade

facilitation workshop in Tajikistan.

Regional approaches to the simplification

of the procedures in trade facilitation have

been discussed during the first day of

workshop.

EBA lobby and advocacy manager Stella

Mikayelyan presented main PPD activities

in Armenia during the workshop

EBA external activities

OSCE Tajikistan
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Executive Director of EBA has made a speech on the EU-Armenia relations during

the ArmenianDiaspora 6th General Assembly. She has spoken particularly about opportunities,

challenges and future development of trade relationship between EU and Armenia.

She mentioned that EU is the largest trade partner for Armenia and the country should use its

opportunities more actively. She expressed expectations that the agreement with EU will be signed

soon and new opportunities will be opened for businesses.

Main opportunities for doing business in Armenia:

CEPA agreement with EU

Awareness on «GSP+» and REX system

Opportunities of EEU and opening market of Iran

Using internal capacity of human capital of the country

EBA external activities

Ministry of Diaspora

What important for investors now is:

- Feeling safe

- Having equal rights and avoid unfair

competition

- Overcoming corruption

- Improvement of tax and customs procedures

- Transparency of judicial system

- Access to information

- Political stability overall. 

There should be a system on place that works

properly no matter who is the president or

prime minister.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/armeniandiaspora?source=feed_text&story_id=710428205818609
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Opportunities, Challenges and Path of Mapping Armenia 

as a World-Class Tourism Destination

EBA and AmCham organized a “Mapping

Armenia as a World-Class Tourism Destination:

Opportunities, Challenges and Path Forward”

forum at the Armenia Marriott Hotel Yerevan.

The event was attended by Deputy Minister of

the Ministry of Economic Development and

Investment, Mr. John Azizyan, the Head of

State Tourism Committee of the RA Ministry of

Economic Development and Investments Ms.

Zarmine Zeitountsian, Director of USAID /

Armenia Mission, Ms. Deborah Grieser, and

other representatives of public and private

sectors.

EBA sectorial activities

Tourism
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Energy Talks for Businesses: Renewable Energy and 

Energy Efficiency in Armenia” has been conducted by 

European Business Association Armenia and EU-

funded #SMEDA project in the scope 

of #EU4Energy week on 7th of July.

Hayk Harutyunyan, Deputy Minister of Energy 

Infrastructures and Natural Resources made an opening 

speech and presented Opportunities in Renewable 

Energy Sector of Armenia. Head of R2E2 Fund Armen 

Melkikyan presented Current activities of R2E2 fund in 

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy sector. Head 

of Energocredit project Karen Arabyan, Executive 

Director of Acba Leasing Arsen Bazikyan, ETHER 

Greece Director Athanasios Vamvakas and director of 

TechnoECO Mikhail Martirosyan presented success 

stories, new financial products, current trends for 

businesses, smart grids and renewable energy market 

overview.

The presenters highlighted appropriate solutions for 

energy efficiency, Armenian market opportunities, 

importance of public awareness and efficient 

mechanisms of access to information.

At the end of the event Memorandum Of Understanding 

has been signed between European Business 

Association and Armenia Renewable Resources and 

Energy Efficiency Fund - R2E2

EBA sectorial activities

Energy
Energy talks for businesses EU4ENERGY

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/smeda?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/eu4energy?source=feed_text
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On September 29-30, Workshop "Precision

Engineering and IT, EU-Armenia potential

opportunities" was organized in the framework

of DigitecEXPO2017 in Yerevan.

Representatives of the Delegation of European

companies invited to participate in DigiTec

Expo 2017 made presentations regarding the

corresponding topics and shared the experience

of their companies.

"Precision Engineering and IT, EU-Armenia

potential opportunities" workshop provided

attendees with opportunities in B2B with each

other and with local colleagues.

During the Workshop, RA Minister of

Emergency Situations Mr. Davit Tonoyan

visited the presentations' session and the

welcomed the delegates.

Precision engineering EU companies are visiting Armenia  

EBA sectorial activities

Precision engineering

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/digitecexpo2017?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/events/101375163921085/?acontext={"source":3,"source_newsfeed_story_type":"regular","action_history":"[{/"surface/":/"newsfeed/",/"mechanism/":/"feed_story/",/"extra_data/":[]}]","has_source":true}&source=3&source_newsfeed_story_type=regular&action_history=[{"surface":"newsfeed","mechanism":"feed_story","extra_data":[]}]&has_source=1&fref=mentions


Part of a global network – representing 37 

markets outside the EU

Voice of European Business Abroad 26

Armenia
Australia
Brazil
Cambodia
Chile
China
Dominican 
Republic 
Ethiopia
Ghana 
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Korea
Laos
Macedonia

Malaysia
Moldova
Myanmar
Nepal
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea 
Paraguay
Russia
Singapore 
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Tanzania
Thailand
The Philippines
Trinidad & Tobago
Uganda
Vietnam





Activities for 2018

 Business Climate Survey

 EBA Position paper for Armenia

 Lobby and advocacy activities

 PPD activities

 Monitoring and awareness campaign of CEPA implementation

 Internal matchmaking activities for members

 Seminars, trainings

 EBA Club Card Launching

 Sectorial working groups activities



Events for 2018

 Monthly meetings with EU Member State Ambassadors

 B2B meetings with EU business delegations

 Meetings without ties with high official on relevant topics for business

environment improvement (tax, customs, competition, judicial, etc.)

 Public Procurement Awareness session in April, 2018

 Event in Gyumri (with Polish and Greek communities) in May

 EU business conference in July 2018

 CEPA awareness session for businesses, including GSP+ and REX,

EEU customs code



**************************************

Address: Yerevan 0010, 3 P. Byuzand str.,

Royal Classic House Business Center, 4th floor
Telephone: +37498 673767

E-Mail: info eba.am
Web site: www.eba.am
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